




Revolutionary patented clothespin 
After 3 years of development we can now present the FIXCLIP MINI which is a real revolution for clothespins. 
FIXCLIP MINI fits on wires and clothes lines and is super storm-proof. People will never lose their clothes and 
towels again. Grip range 2-10 mm  
  
The design of the jaw section is revolutionary. The inner arms function is similar as that of a clam cleat for a 
sailing boat. The harder the wind pull the clothes, the more the clamping force increases without leaving any 
pinch marks on the clothes. 
  
20 kg pulling force 
In our tests the FIXCLIP MINI holds up to 20 kg of pulling force when hanging a regular bath towel around a 
clothesline.  
  
Stretch hanging  
Another clever feature is that we have added a hook on the outside of the jaw for hanging up pant loops, shoulder 
straps and shoes etc. This means that you can hang clothes on the clothesline without folding the garments, giving 
crease free clothes. Also, your clothes will dry faster and with the FIXCLIP grip they will not slide along the 
clothesline. You can also hang up more clothes on one pin to save space on the line.  
  
UV-resistant & durable 
The FIXCLIP MINI is smaller and is made in one material instead of two as the original FIXCLIP. This means that we 
can offer a very attractive retail price. The plastic made of PP and is recyclable  
The plastic is also UV-resistant and will hold many years.  

Pricing & market 
FIXCLIP MINI is made for the mass-market with an attractive and competitive price point at €5 RRP for a  
16-pack. The MINI fits all stores selling clothespins today.  
		

THE NEW FIXCLIP MINI



That a clothespin is environmentally friendly is important especially with today's climate threats and problems 
with micro plastics in nature. 

Plastic expert Leif Nilsson branch manager at SPIF (Swedish Plastics Industry Association) secures that FIXCLIP 
MINI is one of the very few really eco-friendly clothespins made of plastic on the market. 

The reason is that the FIXCLIP MINI is made of PP plastic and is completely recyclable, the recycled plastic can 
become new products in several stages. 
FIXCLIP has no metal springs, which makes it possible to sort as pure plastics in the recycling industry.  
Ordinary clothespins with metal springs cannot be recycled as the metal spring is not separated in the sorting 
process.  

FIXCLIP UV-protected plastic makes life span many times longer than a regular plastic clothespin. This makes 
FIXCLIP a more sustainable product with less carbon footprint. Ordinary clothespins are quickly broken down by 
the sun, become brittle and end up in nature. 

FIXCLIP MINI with its storm-proof grip eliminates the problem of down blown clothes that need to be washed 
again. This is a sensible and environmentally friendly alternative to tumble dryer that draws a lot of electricity.  

Use FIXCLIP for a sustainable future.

 ECO-FRIENDLY



FIXCLIP MINI USP
Storm-Proof & Lockable clothespin 
Never lose your clothes in the wind again 

Storm-Proof 

New self locking jaw 

Superior grip on all garments  

Multi function drying  

2 Line stop features that prevent slipping along the line    

UV resistant & Durable  

No metal springs - No rust   

Stretch hanging with the 2 hooks 

Less ironing time & No line marks 

Wide grip range 2-10mm (0,1- 0,4 inches) 

Environmental friendly , 100% recyclable plastic 

Competitive price point



FIXCLIP	Mini	16	pack	



FIXCLIP	Mini	16	pack	





 INNOVATION 
 FIXCLIP is a new and innovative lockable clip made for challenging and windy 

conditions, at home, on a boat or camping site. With FIXCLIP's unique features we 
can now offer a clip that holds its grip even under the toughest conditions. 

  
 NEW TECHNOLOGY  
 FIXCLIP's patented dual knee-lock and self-locking friction arms provide unique grip-

holding properties. FIXCLIP has no metal springs and therefore no problems with 
rust. 

  
 NEW OPPORTUNITIES 
 FIXCLIP keeps a firm grip on towels, clothes, tarpaulins, etc. even in strong winds. 

This offers new possibilities, for example airing/drying clothes and towels during a 
boat ride or on a balcony, without worrying over blown over clothes. 

 ONE SIZE FITS ALL 
 The flexible grip range of FIXCLIP: 5-32 mm and FIXCLIP Mini: 2-10 mm enables a 

broad use of FIXCLIP - one size fits all.

GET A GRIP WITH FIXCLIP



QUALITY & DESIGN
 FIXCLIP comes in two finishes: white/navy blue and white/orange for a 

modern and trendy design.  
 We have chosen to manufacture FIXCLIP in Sweden for the highest 

quality and delivery reliability. FIXCLIP is made of carefully selected high-
tech plastics (in collaboration with DuPont engineers and scientists) 
that provides unique characteristics when it comes to flexibility, UV 
protection and strength.  

 
 
 



USP
STORM-PROOF 

• Never lose your towel or bathing suit again.  

• You no longer need to worry when the afternoon breeze comes. 

• Use the wind for efficient drying instead of avoiding it. 

• FIXCLIP allows you to dry on the go. 

• Other clips with springs will lose their grip a little at a time, and will eventually end 
up in the water along with the towel. FIXCLIP with its fixed jaws will not allow that 
to happen.  

• FIXCLIP is a low cost insurance to not lose your clothes overboard  
  
GRIP RANGE 

• FIXCLIP with its flexible grip range at 5-32 mm allows you to fix clothes all around 
the boat (guard rail line and pulpits).  

• You can also use FIXCLIP on clothes lines, charts, tarps, hoses, tents, bags, hangers, 
lines, carpets on the boat, at home, or while camping. 

  
UV RESISTANT  

• The high-tech UV resistant plastic from DuPont provides significantly longer lifetime 
than other clips on the market today.



NEW FOR 2019 NAVY BLUE

ART no 611 Navy blue



6 PACK FRONTSIDE AND BACKSIDE

ART no 612 Orange ART no 611 Navy blue



STORE DISPLAY



MARKET

FIXCLIP was launched 2015 and are sold today in many boats, camping / 

RV dealerships and hardware and home improvement stores. FIXCLIP 

have dealers in 20 countries in Europe, Canada, Australia and the US 

(amazon). Sales are increasing continuously and have increased by about 

20-30% per year.  

FIXCLIP MINI is made for the mass-market and fits all FMCG stors selling 

clothespins today. 

FIXCLIP has also received about 20 articles in the largest boat and RV/

camping magazine in Europe. Many bloggers have also honored FIXCLIP.



FIXCLIP WINNER OF PLASTIC 
INNOVATION AWARDS

	 FIXCLIP	is	the	winner	of	Plastic	Innovation	Awards!		
	 Motivation: 

To	replace	a	conventional	materials	like	metal	with	plastic	can	be	difficult.	But	this	
year's	winners	have	managed	that	and	in	addition,	been	able	to	present	a	brand	new	
innovative	product	with	wide	range	of	applications.	This	year's	winner	is	flexible,	
adaptable,	and	due	to	its	unique	characteristics	can	handle	
the	toughest	environments	and	conditions. 
http://www.plastovationer.se  
https://youtu.be/tID-mTnP_cY	

http://fixclip.us11.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=a3552ccc86c5d6e9fd56e4712&id=f08fbc2106&e=2cf9f8b2c4
http://fixclip.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a3552ccc86c5d6e9fd56e4712&id=f42f4b8def&e=2cf9f8b2c4
http://fixclip.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a3552ccc86c5d6e9fd56e4712&id=f42f4b8def&e=2cf9f8b2c4
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Dagens Båtliv 2015 

Båtnytt 2015 no. 7

Vi båtägare 2015 no. 5



Plastforum 2015

Praktiskt Båtägande 2015 no. 6 



PRESS NETHERLANDS



We had doubts. Should we really spend a whole page on something as simple 

as a clothespin? Until we got Fixclip in our hands. It is fantastically good. 

What is wrong with a regular clothespin? Nothing, except that it has low 

mechanical strength and is made for a clothes line. If the wind blows a little, 

and it often do on board a boat, then an ordinary towel already too much 

for the average pinch. Especially since it only fits around the rail line and 

not a pulpit. Towels fluttering back and forth in the wind.  The fluttering 

force is too strong for a regular clothespin. An ordinary grain does not fit on 

a thicker line, such as the to jib cranes, to be able to hang up laundry there. 

Not least the fixed part of the railing is way too thick. Fixclips genius solves 

both these problems. 

  

Fixclip pinch wires and tubes from 5 to 32 mm diameter. Fixclips design is 

smart with two extra clamps that can clamp around a thin wire or thicker 

tubes. In addition to squeeze, you can also fix it with a simple click system. 

The grip is then very strongly. The manufacturers of these pegs have 

knocked on Duponts door to allow them to make a special kind of plastic. 

The entire portion is made of this material, even the spring part. For the 

pinching force is no metal springs which could rust. 

  

 We have tried Fixclip on both threads and pipes and even with things one 

pin with, such as laundry or a sail as protection against the Sun, and it 

works! Better than any other grain, and keeps a tight grip. With this thing, 

you can also have the laundry hanging out when the wind blows hard and it's 

what you want, to use the wind as drying force. 

  

Water nut thinks: 

  

"Finally a pinch that works!" 

"More than clever and immensely practical” 

Anwb water sports no.7 2015



PRESS FRANCE

Voiles Voiliers 2015 no.4



CONTACT

PONTUS GÖTH 
Trade Invent AB 
Org nr. 556931-4551 
VAT-nr: SE556791281001 
Tel: +46 (0) 707 496 804 
Mail: pontus.goth@tradeinvent.se 
www.fixclip.se 
Stagneliusvägen 23 
112 59 STOCKHOLM 
SWEDEN

mailto:pontus.goth@tradeinvent.se

